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Abstract— A dynamic performance assessment method is proposed for DC microgrids. With the control scheme modeled as virtual impedance, an actively controlled slack converter terminal of a DC network can be modeled as a circuit branch in S-domain. Using Thevenin’s equivalent, transfer functions of a DC microgrid are then deduced. A control scheme is proposed to enhance the dynamics of a DC system with multiple slack terminals. A case study of a multi-terminal DC microgrid is performed to analyze and enhance its dynamics. Time domain simulation and experiments are carried out to validate the proposed analytical and enhancement method.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Renewable power and its integration has become one of the mainstream topics in the field of electric power generation and distributions. Since renewable energy are naturally dispersed and with relatively large power variation, microgrid is becoming a promising solution to the utilization of renewable energy as it takes a systematic view on the integration of renewable sources, energy storages, load and utility grid interface to minimize the local power variation [1]. Many renewable sources such as PV converter [2][3], wind turbine converter [4] and tidal power converter[5] various batteries and Grid-side Voltage Source Converter (GVSC) have DC stages, a DC microgrid can be formed by connecting all these DC links and DC loads together [4-8]. The total system cost can be reduced with lower cost on DC/AC converters and higher efficiency can be anticipated as the power generated can be stored and/or consumed locally.

In the past few years, numerous studies have been carried out on the topic of DC microgrids concerning control configurations[9][10] and general strategies [11-21], power adaptor design[22], protection [23] and operation behavior [24-28].

For an autonomously controlled DC system, the control is based on local DC voltage detections [14][15]. As the renewable sources and loads usually operate at Maximum Power Point Tracking (MPPT) [2-5] and plug-and-play manner in a DC microgrid, it is possible that large renewable power fluctuation and load switching could cause large DC voltage variation, which may give rise to unnecessary transition actions of certain terminal converters. Therefore, it is essential to assess the dynamic performance and to incorporate certain control scheme to enhance the performance of a certain DC microgrid in case of possible undesirable transitions.

The analysis of a DC system’s dynamic performance concerns its modeling and proper assessment method [24-28]. The proper modeling of actively controlled DC terminals is another major issue as a Pulse Width Modulated (PWM) converter with associated control system needs to be integrated into a DC system model. Switching models of such converters are usually used in time domain simulation for accuracy concern. However, the non-linear details of PWM will make the establishment of analytical model for general stability assessment very complicated [24-26]. By neglecting the modulation process, average model can be obtained, which can describe a converter with linear transfer functions. By simplifying the current/power loop of converter, a very simple virtual resistance model of a converter can be established to analyze the static power flow [13]. However such model does not apply to dynamic performance assessment with sophisticated control. Virtual impedance method is proposed to assess the dynamic performance of a DC system with fairly simple modeling procedure [28], but has not yet been deeply investigated with simulation and experimental validations.

In order to assess the dynamic performance of a DC microgrid, various methods can be employed for performance or stability assessment criteria, namely: Lyapunov energy equation, root locus, Routh Test, Jury Test, open-loop margin analysis, etc. Among the aforementioned methods, Lyapunov energy equation is a method applies to both linear and non-linear models, whereas the others are for linear models only. As is reported, the method of Lyapunov equations can be used to assess a DC microgrid’s stability and help to stabilize the DC system with fast real time communication [26]. However, the demand for high-bandwidth communication undermines the system’s reliability and makes it less practical for a DC system whose incorporated terminals are not closely located.

A virtual impedance method is proposed for assessing and enhancing the dynamics of a DC microgrid in this paper. With this method, the converter terminals of a DC microgrid are modeled as virtual impedances in S-domain with converter control dynamics considered. This paper is organized as
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follows. Section II introduces the principles of the virtual impedance method. System dynamics of single and multiple slack terminal systems are described in Section III and IV respectively. Section V describes the experimental validation and finally conclusions are drawn in Section VI.

II. DC MICROGRID MODELING USING VIRTUAL IMPEDANCE METHOD

The terminals of DC microgrids can be categorized into slack terminal and power terminal. The former one refers to the terminals that are actively stabilizing the DC system whereas the latter category refers to the ones that are operating on their own merits [19]. In order to balance the power flow, there must be at least one slack terminal in operation in a DC microgrid. In this section, the principles of virtual impedance method are presented.

A. Modeling of a single slack terminal

Fig. 1(a) shows a simple locally controlled slack terminal which consists of a capacitor $C$ connected to a DC bus, and a converter modeled as a controlled current source regulating the DC bus voltage [28]. In Fig. 1(a), $i_c$ refers to the converter current, $i_p$ the DC capacitor charging current and $i_{ip}$ the perturbation current from any load/source (e.g. renewable power generation) connected to the common DC bus.

Using high bandwidth current control technique [29-30], the dynamics of the current control loop can usually be neglected when analyzing DC system dynamics and the cascaded voltage regulation scheme can be simplified as Fig. 1(b), where $V_{ref}$ is the local DC voltage control reference and $Reg(S)$ refers to the transfer function of the voltage regulator.

As load consumption and renewable power generation normally depend on external factors, $i_{ip}$ is considered as noise input in Fig. 1(b). From Fig. 1(b), there is:

$$\frac{1}{Reg(S)} = \frac{V_{ref}(S)-V_{dc}(S)}{i_c(S)}$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

Considering $V_{ref}$ as a virtual DC voltage source, $1/Reg(s)$ can therefore be defined as the virtual impedance between the DC source and the DC capacitor. Thus the equivalent circuit in S-domain can be given as shown in Fig. 2. Considering Figs. 1(b) and 2, the open-loop transfer function of the voltage control scheme can be obtained as

$$G(S) = \frac{Reg(S)}{CS}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

B. Modeling of power terminal with remote slack terminal

For a power terminal whose voltage is controlled by a remote slack terminal, the system can be given as Fig. 3. The DC transmission cable is often modeled as a group of $\pi$ sections. Since the cable capacitances are usually much smaller than the lump DC bus capacitance in a DC microgrid system, it is reasonable to neglect the cable capacitance and reduce the number of $\pi$ section to one. As shown in Fig. 3, $R_l$ and $L_i$ refer to the cable resistance and inductance respectively.

Using Thevenin’s Theorem, Fig. 4(a) can be transformed into the format of Fig. 4(b) and the equivalent control diagram can be expressed in Fig. 4(c). The transfer functions of the equivalent voltage reference $\overline{V_{ref}}$ and regulator $Reg_{eq}$ are given as

$$\overline{V_{ref}}(S) = \frac{Reg(S)}{Reg(S)+C_iS}V_{ref}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)


\[ Reg_{eq}(S) = \frac{Reg(S) + C_s S}{(L_s + R_r)(Reg(S) + C_s S) + 1} \quad (4) \]

From Fig. 4(c) the Open-loop transfer function of the DC voltage on the power terminal can be given by

\[ G_m(S) = \frac{Reg(S)}{CS} \quad (5) \]

Substituting (4) into (5) yields

\[ G_m(S) = \frac{Reg(S) + C_s S}{(L_s + R_r)(Reg(S) + C_s S) + 1} \cdot \frac{1}{CS} \quad (6) \]

\[ V_{ref1}(S) = \frac{V_{ref1}(S)Reg_{eq1}(S) + V_{ref2}(S)Reg_{eq2}(S)}{Reg_{eq1}(S) + Reg_{eq2}(S)} \quad (7) \]

\[ Reg_{eq1}(S) = Reg_{eq}(S) + Reg_{eq2}(S) \quad (8) \]

where

\[ Reg_{eq1}(S) = \frac{Reg_1(S) + C_s S}{(L_1 + R_1)Reg_1(S) + L_1 C_s S^2 + R_1 C_s S + 1} \quad (9) \]

\[ V_{ref1}(S) = \frac{Reg_1(S)}{Reg_1(S) + C_s S} V_{ref1} \]

\[ Reg_{eq2}(S) = \frac{Reg_2(S) + C_s S}{(L_2 + R_2)Reg_2(S) + L_2 C_s S^2 + R_2 C_s S + 1} \quad (10) \]

\[ V_{ref2}(S) = \frac{Reg_2(S)}{Reg_2(S) + C_s S} V_{ref2} \]

The corresponding open-loop DC voltage transfer function of a 2-slack-terminal system can also be given by (5). For systems with more than two operating slack terminals, the simplified equivalent circuit shown in Fig. 4(b) can also be reached using the fore cited virtual impedance method along with Thevenin’s Theorem hence the corresponding transfer functions. Thus, the simplified control block diagram of a DC system with any slack terminal can be given as Fig. 4(c) shows.

III. DYNAMICS OF A MULTIPLE-SLACK-TERMINAL SYSTEM

A. System transfer function

For a grid-connected DC microgrid system, the DC voltage is normally controlled by a G-VSC with Proportional-Integration (PI) regulator. Considering the control delay caused by digital control system, the transfer function of the virtual admittance \( Reg(S) \) for G-VSC can be configured as

\[ Reg(S) = D_y \cdot \left( K_{PG} + \frac{K_{IG}}{S} \right) C \quad (11) \]

\[ K_{PG} = \omega_0^2 \quad K_{IG} = 2\xi\omega_0 \quad (12) \]

where \( D_y \) is the transfer function of the control delay, \( \xi \) is the damping coefficient and \( \omega_0 \) is the natural frequency.

In a practical real-time digital control system, the implementation of current/power loop and sampling sequence will give rise to output delay as the updated PWM duty cycle cannot take into effect immediately at the sampling point. By using the technique of predictive current and direct power control [29][30], the output is normally able to follow its order within one switching period as long as there is no modulation saturation. Thus it is reasonable to model the power/current loop of a VSC or DC/DC converter based slack terminal as a unit delay \( 1/Z \) (a full switching period \( T_s \) delay). The unit delay is often approximated by a 1st order low-pass process \( 1/(1+T_\zeta) \) or even neglected for simplification when the frequency being studied is much smaller than \( 1/T_\zeta \). Generally, the lower the interested frequency is, the higher accurate the 1st order approximation has.
The circuit depicted in Fig. 5 with two remote slack terminals is used for studying the dynamics using virtual impedance method in this section. Slack terminal 1 (RegS) and its relevant cable parameters (R₁₁, L₁₁, C₁₁) are fixed to the same initial values of the single-slip terminal case previously shown whereas slack terminal 2 (e.g., ESS) is controlled to absorb high frequency power ripples within the DC microgrid and its average power is set at zero. It uses a droop based regulator with lead-lag correction and high-pass filter as:

\[
Reg_{eq}(S) = \frac{K_{ph}}{(1 + T_S S)} \frac{1}{1 + T_S S} \]

The equivalent Open-loop transfer function for the power terminal controlled by two parallel slack terminals can be given as

\[
G_{eq}(S) = \frac{Reg_{eq}(S) + C_S}{(L_0 S + R_e)Reg_{eq}(S) + L_0 C_S^2 + R_e C_S + 1} \cdot \frac{1}{CS}
\]

\[
= \frac{1}{(L_0 S + R_e) \left[ \frac{K_{ph}}{(1 + T_S)} \frac{1}{1 + T_S} \left( \frac{K_{ph}}{S} \right) C_I + C_S \right] + 1}
\]

The close-loop transfer functions are

\[
\frac{V_{ph}(S)}{V_{eq}(S)} = \frac{i_p(S)}{i_e(S)} = \frac{G_{eq}(S)}{1 + G_{eq}(S)}
\]

\[
\frac{V_{ph}(S)}{i_p(S)} = \frac{1}{1 + G_{eq}(S)} = \frac{-1}{CS + Reg_{eq}(S)}
\]

B. System stability and dynamics

Again, a parametric study of the remotely controlled power terminal stability is carried out based on the derived transfer functions. The parameters are given as: C=0.138 p.u. (32 mF, based on P_n = 2MW, V_n = 1200V, f = 50Hz), C₁ = 0.276 p.u. (64 mF), R₁₁ = 0.89 p.u.(0.641 Ω), L₁₁ = 0.148 p.u. (0.34 mH), \( \alpha_0 = 20\pi \) rad/sec, \( T_1 = 1 \), \( T_2 = 2 \), \( \text{pf} = 0.89 \), \( K_{ph}/K_{pf} = 10 \), \( R_2 = 0.0089 - 0.89 \) p.u. (0.641-641 mΩ), \( L_{12} = 0.0148 \) to 148 p.u. (0.034 mH to 340 mH).

The close-loop root locus and the corresponding open-loop Bode plot when the second line resistance is varied from 0.0089 – 0.89 p.u.(0.641-641 mΩ) are given in Figs. 7(a) and (b), respectively. From Fig. 7(a), system damping is improved when \( R_{12} \) is increased initially from very small value, but becomes degraded after reached a certain value. Similar to the case of single slack terminal, the gap between phase response and -180 degree are wider on the higher frequency side hence reduced high frequency oscillation with increased cable resistance. On the other hand, increasing resistance also push the phase response on lower frequency side closer to -180 degree and therefore there can be more severe oscillation if 0- dB line are within this lower band. Meanwhile, the large resistive variation on the second transmission line does not significantly change system’s phase margin and damping due to increased system size. In this case shown by Fig. 7(b), the 0 dB frequency are all around 350-500 rad/sec and the largest phase margin appears at \( R_{12} = 0.089 \) p.u. (64.1 mΩ), which is followed by 0.89 p.u. (641 mΩ), 0.0089 (6.41 mΩ) and 0.00089 p.u. (0.641 mΩ).
Fig. 8 shows the corresponding root locus and open-loop Bode plot when the cable inductance connecting the second slack terminal $L_2$ is increased from 0.0148-148 p.u.(0.034-340 mH ). As seen, smaller connection inductance improves the phase margin in Fig. 8(b) and the best damping performance appears at the lowest $L_2$ value. Again, the impact caused by the inductance variation on the second transmission line is not as significant as the case when there is only one slack terminal shown previously.

![Prototype DC microgrid configuration](image)

**Fig. 9.** Prototype DC microgrid configuration

**IV. EXPERIMENTAL STUDY**

In order to validate the analytical method, a prototype DC microgrid is established as is shown in Fig. 9. The nominal DC voltage is set at 100 V. A 1 kW G-VSC connects the DC bus with the 415V 3-phase AC grid. A 600 W permanent magnet synchronous generator (PMSG) is used as the variable generation (e.g., wind power) and a bi-directional DC/DC converter with a 36 V / 20 Ah battery system acts as the additional DC slack terminal whose aim is to suppress DC voltage variation and smooth the power exchange between the G-VSC and the AC grid by absorbing power oscillations produced by the variable generation.

A. Power step test

In order to test system dynamic performance with the second slack terminal, i.e., the ESS acting as power smoother for the G-VSC, load steps and generation power steps are applied to the system.

Fig. 10 compares system operation with and without ESS smoothing during same load switching. In Fig. 10(a), the system starts with a constant generation power $P_g = 100$ W flowing into the microgrid. The voltage is solely regulated by the G-VSC ($P_e$). At 1.25 s, a DC load of 190 W is switched which gives rise to an immediate 4 V DC voltage dip (for load switched in) and rise (for load switched out). Consequently, the G-VSC regulates its power to the DC microgrid from the AC side to accommodate the power imbalance hence a maintained DC voltage. For the case in Fig. 10(b) with ESS, the DC voltage is controlled by both the G-VSC and ESS ($P_e$). When the same load is switched resulting in a sudden power imbalance, both the ESS and G-VSC actively compensate the power immediately. As the ESS regulator acts much faster than the G-VSC, most power ripple is compensated by the ESS initially. The high-pass filter of the ESS regulator (as it is designed to absorb power oscillation only) drives the ESS power back to 0 and the power/current imbalance eventually compensated by the G-VSC. As the additional slack terminal improves dynamic response of the DC voltage loop, the DC voltage change is reduced to less than 2 V.

Fig. 11 compares the effect of power smoothing by the ESS (second slack terminal) during continuous power variation caused by the PMSG. During the test a 190 W load is initially connected to the microgrid. The generation power outputs an average power of 200 W with a repetitive random power fluctuation of 0.5 s (due to limited memory in the experimental system). Before the ESS is activated (i.e., with one G-VSC slack terminal only), large DC voltage variation can be seen due to the G-VSC voltage regulator’s limited band-width (natural frequency of 20π rad/s). At 3.9 s, the ESS is activated (i.e. second slack terminal is activated). The power fluctuation of higher frequency goes to the ESS whereas power goes to the G-VSC is greatly smoothed and the DC voltage variation is significantly reduced.

![Operation during small load switching](image)

**Fig. 10.** Operation during small load switching (10V/DIV, 200W/DIV, 250ms/DIV)

![Smoothing Comparison](image)

**Fig. 11.** Smoothing Comparison (10V/DIV, 200W/DIV, 1s/DIV)
B. Dynamic response test considering impedance variation

The tests in this section correspond to previous parametric analysis on the dynamic performance of a DC microgrid with various cable impedances and terminal capacitances. As it is very difficult to realize very large variation of a single impedance value in a lab-based implementation, moderate impedance variations are carried out to show the general tendency.

Impedances of $R_1$ and $L_1$ are placed at point A (shown in Fig. 9) to simulate the cable impedance between the power terminal (Generation) and slack terminal (G-VSC). ESS terminal is located beside the power terminal to optimize the dynamic performance. Meanwhile the terminal control configurations are identical to the case study of the last section. By varying the impedances and terminal capacitances as shown in Table I, three tests are carried out.

### Table I Impedance configuration for dynamic response test

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test</th>
<th>$C_1$ (μF)</th>
<th>$C_2$ (μF)</th>
<th>$R_1$ (Ω)</th>
<th>$L_1$ (mH)</th>
<th>Waveform</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Fig. 12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Fig. 13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Fig. 14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Fig. 12. Dynamic response for DC power conditioning-1** (10V/DIV, 200W/DIV, 500ms/DIV)

Fig. 12 shows the result of Test I in this section. In this test, the G-VSC capacitance is adjusted to 1000 μF while the generation side is 2000 μF. Addition line impedances of $R_1$=0.25 Ω and $L_1$= 2 mH are added to the DC system. Significant transient voltages can be seen in Fig. 12(a): the generation terminal voltage is decreased by 8.5 V during 200 W power step down and increased by 8 V during 200 W power step up when the ESS power conditioning is not activated. Such “long-lasting” (last in 0.4 S) big voltage variation may trigger unexpected level switching in the autonomously controlled DC microgrid [15]. In the results shown in Fig. 12(b), the ESS DC power conditioner is activated. As a result, the DC voltage variation is reduced to less than 3 V during both steps. This test shows that the local voltage suppression method suggested in Section IV works well with considerable cable impedance.

The test results shown in Fig. 13 are for the line inductance $L_2$ of 0. Compared to Fig. 12(a) it shows that the transient DC voltage variations are slightly reduced: 8V for power step-down and 7 V for step-up. This is because the reduction of cable inductance reduces the low frequency voltage variation during transients as similar tendency can be seen in Figs. 8 and 9. Again, when the ESS is on, the corresponding voltage variations as seen in Fig. 13(b), are further reduced to 1 V and 0.5 V respectively. Figs. 12 and 13 generally show that the inclusion of line inductance can cause extra voltage variation.

Test results demonstrated by Fig. 14 are also based on Fig. 12 with the generation side capacitance $C_2$ reduced from 2000 μF to 1000 μF. Extra high frequency voltage variation (0.5 V) was discovered though not easily visible in Fig. 14 (a). Extra high frequency variation also exists when ESS conditioner is in operation as shown in Fig. 14 (b) (approximately 1 V in each step transients). This result shows that the reduction of generation/load side capacitance tends to introduce high frequency voltage variation during transients.

**Fig. 13. Dynamic response for DC power conditioning-2** (10V/DIV, 200W/DIV, 500ms/DIV)

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, a simple DC microgrid analytical method namely, virtual impedance method is introduced. With the control dynamics modeled as virtual impedance, a DC microgrid system can be easily modeled as S-domain circuits. Based on this method, parametric study can be performed in S-domain and time domain to improve the dynamic behavior of voltage transients and power smoothing of a DC microgrid. Experimental study corresponds well to the theoretical
analysis and simulation, and verifies the effectiveness of the analytical method.

![Fig. 14. Dynamic response for DC power conditioning-3 (10V/DIV, 200W/DIV, 500ms/DIV)](image)
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